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Abstract – The clustering is one of the most important 

techniques for finding groups and natural dependences in 
one data set and also cognition structural and subjective 
patterns in this set, without having any kind of background 
about knowing categories and properties of data. This 
technique organize information in the form of classified 
natural language documents into different categories, which 
is the most important method of information management. 
This paper aims to provide new method for compilations and 
classification of texts based on clustering. In this study, 
compilation and classification was done using Hac algorithm. 
Providing this solution, can be implemented and designed in 
classifying texts softwares. Suggested way in compare with 
reviewed previous methods having more time complexity and 
accuracy in text mining which can be helped in cognition and 
extraction patterns.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
 
At Now a days, human being has concluded that, 

information performing biggest and most important role in 
the life. The enormous amounts of data which classified to 
different categories, today, needs process to be extracted 
knowledge. The important question is how to process the 
important samples? Clearly requires powerful ways to 
process this information, because doing this task by human 
is so intolerable and even impossible. [1] The studies done 
in many smaller text studies fields is basic for the 
emergence of several different disciplines in science and 
technology, the disciplines such as computational 
linguistics, text data mining, retrieval information and etc 
finding meaning between the massive words and letters, is 
more like finding little gold beneath tons of ore in 
underground. Even the question of whether finding the 
correct concept, even if by machines, is practical work? Or 
the people do this work only on the basis of their emotions 
and the background that is recorded in their mind. While 
we understand the concept in smallest language particle 
and today the most common methods of text processing is 
word and finally they examined the word in the text, we 
have no choice only to leave the most important meaning 
carriers of the text structure, grammar and meaning to 
mention it. [2] One of the most basic human ways to 
analysis the different problems is using and studying 
patterns. This question will be made for us what is 
common between these data? The answer to this question 
will lead us to the topic of this paper namely documents 
clustering. [3] Clustering is only the beginning of the 
process because the clustering itself doesn’t process and 

just simplifies the work for next steps. Clustering enables 
us only to analyze the information that are very similar 
instead of processing massive amounts of information and 
this is a big step in simplifying the problem[5]. 
Documentary clustering could be named as one of the text 
mining techniques in artificial intelligence. Text mining, 
itself is part of the data mining which focus on extraction 
of useful data and discovery knowledge in documentary 
data [2]. Documentary clustering as one of the 
unsupervised learning methods, in various fields of 
processing natural language such as information retrieval, 
automatic multi-document summarization and so on… has 
widely usage. For example in search engines, documentary 
clustering which can be achieved from engines results will 
have a significant impact in improving the accuracy of 
data recovery [3][4].  
 

II.  REVIEW OF THE VIEWPOINTS AND 

APPROACHES OF CLASSIFICATION  
 

During a review, text classification refers to a variety of 
categorization which divided into exclusive and non-
exclusive. In exclusive classification each object related to 
one category while in non-exclusive classification 
participate into several categories. For example, group 
classification of student with special session or entrance is 
exclusive and group professors that each one of them can 
teach several lessons at the same time.  

Exclusive classification is divided into two parts: 
1- Inherent 
2- External 

The difference between these two parts is that in the 
second part is used the predefined categories for 
classifying objects (i. e. documentation), while the first 
group specified a predicted method for classification. 
Inherent subcategory divided into two hierarchical and 
partitional subcategories. Hierarchical subcategory is 
called Nested sequence of partitions, while partitional 
subcategory is Single Partitional. It should be noted that, 
the classification and hierarchical clustering, respectively, 
is used for unsupervised partitional and hierarchical 
clustering.  
3- Problem description: 
The proposed method for classifying Persian texts is 

based on machine learning method. In the machine 
learning method there are two phases, learning and testing. 
In learning phase predefined categories for learning 
machine is used and the meaning of each step is specified 
for learning system. In the testing phase, unknown 
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documentations, are given to the system. The system 
automatically assigns the text to the most likely categories.  
The main rule of machine learning is searching a large 
scale of assumptions and prior knowledge that are held by 
learning and achieve the best possible category. learning 
task in this space searches for placement the assumptions 
that are most compatible with the existing training 
samples.  

 
Fig. 1. Machine learning system phases for classification 

 
III.  PREPARING THE TEXT OF CLUSTERING 

SYSTEM 
 
Input data for the program is clustering of the texts that 

are collected from various websites. For each one of the 
sports, social, artistic, scientific and etc. , class 100 text are 
considered that 80 texts are related to clustering and 20 
text related to test. Since the text have been typed in 
different software and it has been send to website, then it 
will cause problems that some of them are grammar and 
spaces between words and spelling errors that must be 
manually discovered and corrected.  
 

IV.  PRE-PROCESSING OF THE TEXT 

CLUSTERING SYSTEM  
 
After the initial preparation of the texts in which the data 

are placed in different categories, pre-processing phase is 
done. In fact, the pre processing is the first step in 
adaptation the textual documentation by representing them 
in proper format. Most of the words are used to convey the 
main purpose and intention and sometimes are repetitive. 
At the result, the aim of this phase is finding the useful 
words and ignore the useless words. The problem that we 
faced in the processing of natural language is that the non-
standard words and characters that are seen abundantly in 
these texts are associated with this area. Before using these 
texts in searching systems of the Persian text or storing 
them at the database, you must first pre-processing until 
the non-standard forms become standard. During the 
normalization process of the text, punctuation, words, 
spaces between the words, abbreviations, etc. , become 
standard without any semantic changes, because if these 
signs, letters and words are not written at the same way, 
the analysis will not be able in computer machines.  
 

V. THE PRODUCTION OF FEATURES TEXT IN 

CLUSTERING THE PERSIAN TEXTS 
 

After pre-processing phase of the Persian text clustering, 
the text will be change from a string to vectors of words. 
These vectors do not have useless words. Of course these 
not including unique words, to resolve the issue and 
preparing the proper input to learning the text clustering 
algorithm, the method of the text feature production have 
been used. In this method, the repetitive words categorized 
and calculated the frequency by implementing the hash 
table. Hash table provides hint to values. Here, the words 
are as key and their frequency are as the value.  

It should be noted that the total words that have been 
obtained from the pre-processing phase, are not necessary 
to text classification. In this section the characteristic of 
each text must be extracted in order to adjusted the new 
text to best classify them.  

The cheapest and most directed measure to combination 
is unique clustering. Locally by considering the nearest 
points between the clusters, the similarity of them is 
determined. In other words, the most similar elements 
identified the similarity of the total clusters. By arranging 
the similarity matrix value, the combination step is done at 
the linear time. Hence the total time of the unique-linkage 
clustering by the similarity matrix is O (n2).  

In complete-linkage clustering the greedy rule would 
seek to minimize the diameter of clusters and causes that 
the end of each cluster will be the interest points. This is a 
general feature and depends on current structure, 
ultimately lend to some additional computation at the 
combination phase. The calculation time of complexity of 
the complete-linkage clustering is o (n2 log n).  

The name of the unique and complete-linkage clustering 
has been rooted in the interpretation-graphy of these 
algorithms. We can consider the �� as similar between the 
integrated clusters at the (i) stage and ���  is the graphic 
that all the clusters have the minimal similarities that have 
been linked to each other. In unique-linkage clustering at 
the (i) stage, all the ��� elements connected to each other 
and in the complete-linkage clustering all the maximum 
group of ���.  

The linkage-clustering study the average not only on the 
edge of cluster but based on the all similarities between 
the clusters. In other words, greedy algorithm tries to 
maximize the correlation between the elements of the 
clusters, not variable such as diameter and local similarity. 
To achieve this goal, we need more information than the 
similar matrix because the average of each cluster must be 
calculated. This algorithm is named clustering of average 
group or Un-weighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic 
mean (UWPGA). UPGMA calculated as follows: 1

|�1| ∗ |�2| 
 
 ���(�, �)
�∈���∈��

 

Where �� and��  are distinct clusters. The running time 
of the UPGMA is O (n2logn). To product the features of 
each text, the formulas of production features have been 
used. The raw frequency will be considered to compare 
and evaluate the application of these features production 
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formulas to work with the repetition frequency of the 
words. If ��� is as the word weight of the (i)word in the k 
text, but must methods are based on one of the following 
methods: 

Most of the time, in which the word has been searched 
in the text.  

Most of the time, in which the word has been searched 
in total text of the set.  

1. �� ∗ � ! "#�$ℎ��&$ ∶ ��( = ��( ∗ log (-
.�) 

2. /�� − "#�$ℎ��&$ ∶ ��( = 123(4��5�) 12367
89:

;∑ =123(4��5�)∗1236 7
89:>?@ABC

 

3. D&�EFG� − "#�$ℎ��&$ ∶ ��( = log(��( + 1) ∗ (1 +
1/ log(&) (∑ 4�J

.� KF$-JL� 64�J
.� :)) 

If the 
�

123(.)M∑ N9A
89 OPQ7ABC 6N9A

89 :R
, Average Uncertainty, Entropy 

is the word (i).  
There are following definitions in the weighting 

formulas: !�� : The frequency of the word (i) in the (k) set.  
N: The number of the text in the set.  
M: The number of the words of the set after reducing and 
eliminating the additional words.  S� : The total number of the word (i) has occurred in the 
set.  
 
VI.  SELECTING THE FEATURES OF THE TEXT 

IN THE TEXT CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM  
 

In the previous section, the characteristic of each one of 
the words in the text has been founded. According to that, 
the number of these is still too much, so it should choose 
some of them since these characteristics have effective 
features in classification. Selecting features will reduce the 
amount of space and time for implementing the classifying 
algorithms. For this task, in the text classifying system 
using level 9, in which this level can be adjusted. 
However, due to the fact that only33% of the words in the 
text are appropriate for classification, It is suggested that, 
this level be selected between0 to 30. Expected the best 
value have been achieved.  
 

VII.  IMPLEMENTING THE HAC ALGORITHM  
 

After pre-processing, the production and selection of 
features in Persian text classification system that described 
in previous section, now turn to implementing the 
classification systems.  

Hac clustering conducting each object as cluster, and 
then contracting the clusters with each other to obtain the 
root, the data come in the form of tree. Duplicated 
grouping requires the best clusters to contracting, in which 
only can be achieved by computing the similarities at both 
of them or storing similarity at one stage. In fact, the first 
method is not practical because computing the similarity 
matrix in each stage requires the complexity of the O (n2).  
Compute the similarity matrix 
Repeat 
Find two best candidates according to criterion 

Save these two in the hierarchy as sub clusters 
Insert new cluster containing elements of both clusters 
Remove the old two from the list of active clusters 
Until k or one cluster remains 
Hierarchical compact algorithm 
 

VIII.  EVALUATING HAC ALGORITHM  
 

Hac algorithm is a big definite power, namely the same 
input always has same output. Thus it is certain, that the 
bad primary initializing will not be achieved bad results. 
In the clustering tree there is k=1,2,3,…,n and there is no 
need to determine the measurement. But the complexity of 
the O (n2) content causes that in the documentation 
clustering could not benefit from this method because it 
isn’t responsive to large figures. Some reforms such as 
backshot algorithms have been introduced with the O 
(√&() complexity.  

The method of this algorithm is comparing the tested 
text with trained text, if the unknown text will be received, 
the sample space is searched to find the similar text. In 
order to assess the similarity, it should be used from the 
Euclidean distance, the Euclidean distance between two 
points or two texts X=(x1,x2,x3,…xn), Y=(y1,y2,y3,…,yn) 
is computing by the following formula: 

 = 
 U(�� − ��)2
.

�L�
 

To assess the similarity by supporting the Euclidean 
distance, the following methods have been used: 
1- Smallest Distance: In this method, the text distance 
with the nearest text in each class has been obtained and 
the minimum distance will be selected. This class will be 
received the test text.  
2- Average Distance: In this method for each category, 
the average value of feature vector has been obtained and 
the average vector of class feature is computed. This class 
will be received the test text with the closest distance of 
vector.  
3- Hac-MinMac: in this method the distance of the text 
will be computed with total available texts and select the 
set with (n) text that have the least distance to test text and 
then choose the class that has the maximum text in the 
series, as the class of text.  

The various texts have been selected to evaluate the 
texts that divided into different categories. The hac 
algorithm is evaluated base on the following parameters: 
   Recall a/(a+c) 
   Precision = a/(a+c) 
   Fall out = b/(b+c) 
   Error rate = (b+c)/(a+b+c+d) 
As, 
a) The number of the samples of class and well-

organized 
b) The number of the samples of the class and bad-

organized 
c) The number of the non-samples of the class and well-

organized.  
The number of the non-samples of the class and bad-

organized 
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N= a+b+c+d the number of the total test text
To run program on test data, the accuracy is obtained to 

above algorithms. The best algorithm for each category is 
marked in bold. The results are shown in table 1
accuracy of the algorithm is shown in figure 2 
respectively. As seen in table 1,result for each of the seven 
categories are shown. In the hac categories the accuracy of 
the economic, social, cultural, medic
algorithms basis on the production features achieved the 
best accuracy. The accuracy of the algorithm in the best 
state to LTC category has produced. The TXIDF category 
is100% sport in which the formula of the prod
political features in comparison with other categories did 
not show the good precision and the accuracy of the 
algorithm is 60%. The application of TXIDF to each hac 
category is shown in the figure 2 that the bar diagram of 
the algorithm’s accuracy. As may be seen in the figure, the 
accuracy of the algorithm to sports category for all 
production methods and features almost has no significant 
changes and in the religious category 
noticeable variation.  

 
Table 1. The accuracy of the algorithm 

formulas of production features

 

Fig. 2. The graph of category accuracy in terms of hac 
algorithm 

 
According to figure 2, it can be concluded that the LTC 

Average has produced the best results. The quality table of 
category accuracy in terms of algorithm for LTC Average 
is calculated in table 2.  
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he graph of category accuracy in terms of hac 

According to figure 2, it can be concluded that the LTC 
The quality table of 

terms of algorithm for LTC Average 

Table 2. The quality of category in terms of LTC Average 
algorithm

Recall Fall out Error 
rate 

71 .43  4 .03  7 .59  
94 .74  1 .59  2 .07  
92 .31  0 .84  2 .07  
85 2 .4  4 .14  
58 .82  0 9 .66  
88 .89  8 .82  8 .97  

100 3 .1  2 .76  
 

IX.  CONCLUSION
 
In the past, many of studies 

the texts of English and Chinese language
provided text clustering, the difference is
clustering performed on specific texts in the former, that 
fortunately in this paper could be implemented on a 
variety of context and different languages
method based on the machine learning method, which 
concluded the learning and testing phase
algorithm, was obtained information about classes after 
necessary investigating in the learning phase
a new analysis of texts, it is
necessary algorithms to process the text from different 
languages to obtain the vector of text feature for typical 
clustering algorithms. What is emphasized in this paper, 
the algorithms that have been developed to various 
context, with maintaining the use
the reduction operations properly for the clustering stages
For example, the content of a website could be classified 
into classes such as : Social, Economic
situation, the machine has ability to recognize and clas
the content. After constructing the features vector, 
algorithm that classified the data that have been obtained 
proper classification from different text has been 
developed. In this paper, it could 
MinMax between these sample
equal measure with other algorithms have good efficiency
Clustering is not only to find the subject of text used, but 
to filter out the text in terms of their content applied
method of classification of accurate but slowe
that in classification, accuracy is more important than 
speed of classification as the output which more accurate 
can in hands the accuracy of results
offered as continuing task is improvement the process of 
natural language to produce a more accurate keywords, 
study the algorithms of genetic algorithm and neural 
network on language as well as study the strengthen 
method of proper features vector to different language 
could be noted.  
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